MR imaging near metal with undersampled 3D radial UTE-MAVRIC sequences.
Recently developed techniques such as the multiple acquisition with variable resonance image combination and slice encoding for metal artifact correction techniques have improved the ability of clinical magnetic resonance scanners to image near metal implants. These sequences are based on fast spin echo sequences which preclude detection of short T(2) tissues such as tendons, ligaments, and cortical bone. Ultrashort echo time sequences have the potential to detect signals from these tissues. In this study, we investigate the potential of combining ultrashort echo time with multiple acquisition with variable resonance image combination to image short T(2) musculoskeletal tissues adjacent to metallic implants. Different radio frequency excitation pulse types and spectral binning strategies were studied. We found that ultrashort echo time-multiple acquisition with variable resonance image combination sequences were able to significantly reduce typical artifacts near metal, as well as detect very short T(2) signals that are usually not visualized using clinical pulse sequences.